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Abstract. Worldwide trade and efficient global production chains are essential for 
increasing the wealth of nations and improving the welfare of people. Within the 
Supply Chain Security, in relation with activities related to Prevention, Preparedness 
and Response, the detection related activities are seen as an essential supplement to 
prevention, as well as a necessary component for response.  
 Within the ongoing European FP7 project “ACXIS” - Automated Comparison 
of X-ray Images for cargo Scanning - solutions for more efficient and effective 
cargo screening with an automated analysis system for the X-ray images supporting 
the inspection officer with automated illegal cargo and threat detection are 
developed. Often the automation is assisting to the final decision of the screeners. 
 The cargo can be sea containers, rail cars or trucks. The image acquisition for 
air freight containers is similar; however, the issues for the inspection at the 
departure port are more related to security and less to customs. 
 The systems used for the image acquisition are often equipped with linear 
accelerators as X-ray source. Such devices are pulsed and allow in general 
continuous switching of the energy between the single pulses (common are 4 and 6 
or 6 and 9 MeV). The pulse rate is up to several 100 kHz. The outputs, therefore, are 
several images of single energy and a combination thereof. 
 Common are one dimensional detector along a straight line, L-shaped or along 
a sector of the circumference of a circle. The single elements are oriented towards 
the source and have a spacing of a few millimetres. To allow the imaging of parts of 
a thickness of a few millimetres and up to 30 centimetres of steel at the same time, 
the signal depth must be at least 16 bits. 
 Dependent on the system the objects move or the scanner itself is mobile. The 
latter is common for truck inspection allowing the scanning of the empty driver’s 
cabin at the same pass. 
 For the assessment of the effectivity of the control, the same statistics 
concerning POD, false calls and so on are used as for NDT. Much more importance 
than in NDT is attached to the training of the screeners using real and artificial 
images with and without material requiring reaction. For such training well-defined 
programs with result checking are developed. 

More info about this article: http://ndt.net/?id=19487
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Introduction  

For a long time the inspection of cargo at borders or within countries has been done by 
loading and unloading the freight. This was time consuming and allowed only the pick out 
of a very limited amount of trucks. Since about twenty years such inspection is assisted by 
the use of X-ray based cargo scanners. The newer generation of them are equipped with 
linear scanners built in a compact design and from their output and size not comparable 
with the ones formerly used in NDT. 

The next step is a higher assistance up to an automation of the images generated at 
such inspections. Compared to the situation in NDT this is more complex as the load is 
highly not uniform. 

Finally, similar to NDT, the involved personnel have to be trained on the evaluation 
of the images. Generally the more different situations the customs officer had been 
confronted with, the more engrossed is his knowledge. 

The following statements are for road, train and ship transport; the boundary 
conditions for air freight are slightly different. 

1 Equipment 

1.1 X-Ray Sources 

The usual types of X-ray sources for this application are accelerators from roughly 1 to 10 
MeV. In opposite to X-ray tubes, accelerators allow only a small choice of different 
voltages, usually two. They operate in a pulsed mode and the way to change the output flux 
is to change the pulse rate frequency, usually around 100 Hz. 

In other difference to X-ray sources is that accelerators can be turned on and off 
immediately, even a change of the voltage can be done from one pulse to another. This 
allows taking scans in an alternating mode; one pass can produce two images with different 
voltages, each. 

Finally, compared to X-ray tubes, accelerators produce a much higher photon flux; 
typically it is one hundred times more. 

1.2 Detectors 

Detectors for cargo inspections consist of several hundred to several thousand single 
elements, arranged in a straight line or L-shaped. The orientation of each scintillation 
crystal is towards the source, and is therefore dependent on the distance between source and 
detector. This also means that the source – detector distance once defined is fixed. 

The crystals can consist of different materials like CsI or CdWO4. The length of the 
crystal that is passed by the X-ray beam can be several cm. Detectors are often saturated 
after only a few pulses. 

1.3 Arrangements 

For mobile scanners an L-shaped detector is common, allowing a nearly complete scanning 
of truck and freight. Straight formed detectors oriented vertically or horizontally are also in 
use; often used for fix installations only, as a larger distance between accelerator and 
detector is necessary. Such arrangements are e.g. installed for the inspection of containers 
in ports or trains. Their advantage is that their image is less distorted and the magnification 
of different positions within the freight is more uniform. 
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Fig. 1. Sketches of arrangement types, L-shaped (left) and straight (right). 

2 Issues Concerning Radiation Safety 

2.1 Controlled Zone 

The controlled zone for such investigations is roughly 20 x 30 up to 30 x 50 m. For an L-
shaped arrangement the boom with the detector has often an additional shielding included, 
however due to the weight only to a certain height. If the inspection is performed near 
higher buildings, additional attention is necessary. 

For a relatively small controlled zone, but also to reduce scattered radiation that 
would influence the image quality, a very narrow beam collimation is necessary. 

2.2 Inspection of the Driver’s Cabin 

An inspection of the driver’s cabin can be performed if the scanner itself is moving and the 
driver stays at a safe place. Some systems have an additional X-ray tube installed and are 
even able to scan the cabin with the driver inside. If the driver’s cabin cannot be inspected, 
the same is true for all systems that are above it, like refrigeration units. 

2.3 Illegal Persons in the Freight and Animals 

Illegal persons that are hiding in the freight will not come out, even if they are warned 
before scan operations start. The applied dose then is comparable to a full body medical 
scan. Animals are usually not scanned by purpose. 

3 Image Treatment 

3.1 Image Corrections 

The acquired image with the intensity IT has to be corrected for several reasons. 
• Dark image (intensity ID) correction to get rid of the noise due to dark current of the 

detector. 
• Flat image (intensity IF) correction to get rid of uneven response of the detector for 

an image without an object. 
• Sometimes also a correction of an unstable flux of the source is included. 

The usual correction is logarithmic in form of: 
 I = ln [(IF – ID) / (IT – ID)] 
The final image, therefore, is available with a delay of a few seconds. For the dark and flat 
images, basically the measurement of one line is sufficient, so it can be repeated frequently. 
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3.2 Corrections of Uneven Flux 

Due to an uneven flux in the beam centre and the periphery on one hand and differences in 
the distances on the other, a flat image without physical corrections will show differences 
in in the intensity of up to 50% or more. This can be corrected by a beam flattener, a shaped 
piece of metal introduced near the source. The disadvantage is the loss of effective flux in 
the centre; the gain is a higher evaluable flux at the periphery. 

 

Fig. 2. Trapezoidal formed beam flattener of 158 x 50 mm brass of the Empa lab scanner, the arrow indicates 
the main beam direction. 

3 Possible threats to be detected 

3.1 Definition of Threats 

Within the European FP7 research project “Automated Comparison of X-ray Images for 
Cargo Scanning – ACXIS” [1] a list of possible illegal cargo was defined. These are: 

• Radioactive and shielding material 
• Weapons and ammunition 
• Dual-use equipment 
• Chemical weapons and their precursors 
• Fireworks, explosives and IED precursors (IED = Improvised Explosive Device) 
• Drugs and their precursors 
• Cigarettes 
• Banknotes 
• CITES products (CITES = Convention on International Trade in Endangered 

Species of Wild Fauna and Flora [2]) 
Not all of the above listed items are illegal per se. The transport cigarettes, i.e., is 
completely legal if the necessary customs and dues are payed and the freight is identified 
correctly. Therefore, the detection of illegal cargo is always a combination of the product 
itself and attendant circumstances. 

3.2 Examples 

Within the above mentioned project various mock-up samples have been scanned. The 
following images were made on a lab scanner with a horizontal detector and simultaneously 
moving source and detector. 
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Fig. 3. Scanned small sea container on a lab scanner (left) with various contents: cigarettes, liquid 

containments, bicycle; the vertical lines on the left side are due to the structure of the back wall of the 
container, distorted due to the beam angle, the vertical strips over the image are due to the construction of the 

container. 
 

 

 

  
Fig. 4. Details of the bicycle: the spikes are visible behind the cigarettes; the frame behind the liquids (left), 

even year rings in the wooden pallets can be detected 
 

  
  

Fig. 5. Automatic rifle and the X-ray scan (wrapped and folded together) 
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Fig. 6. Apples in a crate with hidden plastex and hand grenade 

4 Image Analysis and Evaluation 

4.1 Present Situation 

For the moment most of the cargo scans are evaluated manually (i.e. by the naked human 
eye). The task is supported by a risk analysis and the provided paperwork. Inspectors are 
trained on their machines with existing images from the past and some produced situations. 

While the human brain is able to adapt relatively easy a change of the system in use, 
this is not be the case for all software based operations like assisted or automated detection 
algorithms. Some of them already exist, but can only be used for one system or one group 
of them.  

4.2 Future Situation 

For the training it is necessary that more images are available. Therefore within the ACXIS 
project the images will be more standardized so information of other sources can be used. 
This will also help to react in shorter time if new demands are suddenly present.  

On the other side new algorithms will allow a more assisted or automated detection 
of critical contents. This is necessary for several reasons:  

• Higher throughput, the image evaluation is on the time-critical path, especially for 
freight on trucks (release of driver and truck).  

• More reproducible results. 
• High automation could allow new application fields like automated scanning of 

cargo trains before entering critical zones like tunnels (in this case the search would 
more be for dangerous goods). 

4.3 Towards an Artificial Reference Scanner 

Within the ACXIS project it was decided to solve the existing differences in defining an 
artificial reference scanner. Images from the different existing and future scanners are 
treated in a way as if they would have been acquired on this reference scanner. To do so the 
geometric adaption is perhaps the most challenging part, the others are equalizing various 
textures and different levels of contrast and noise. 

Based on such unified images it would be possible to produce a large number of 
training material, to have a variety of comparable situations and to introduce assisting or 
automated software solutions for the detection of unwanted goods [3]. 
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